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QUESTION 1

Stephanie works as senior security analyst for a manufacturing company in Detroit. Stephanie manages network
security throughout the organization. Her colleague Jason told her in confidence that he was able to see confidential
corporate information posted on the external website http://www.jeansclothesman.com. He tries random URLs on the
company\\'s website and finds confidential information leaked over the web. Jason says this happened about a month
ago. Stephanie visits the said URLs, but she finds nothing. She is very concerned about this, since someone should be
held accountable if there was sensitive information posted on the website. 

Where can Stephanie go to see past versions and pages of a website? 

A. She should go to the web page Samspade.org to see web pages that might no longer be on the website 

B. If Stephanie navigates to Search.com; she will see old versions of the company website 

C. Stephanie can go to Archive.org to see past versions of the company website 

D. AddressPast.com would have any web pages that are no longer hosted on the company\\'s website 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Take a look at the following attack on a Web Server using obstructed URL: 

How would you protect from these attacks? 

A. Configure the Web Server to deny requests involving "hex encoded" characters 

B. Create rules in IDS to alert on strange Unicode requests 

C. Use SSL authentication on Web Servers 

D. Enable Active Scripts Detection at the firewall and routers 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

How can you determine if an LM hash you extracted contains a password that is less than 8 characters long? 

A. There is no way to tell because a hash cannot be reversed 
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B. The right most portion of the hash is always the same 

C. The hash always starts with AB923D 

D. The left most portion of the hash is always the same 

E. A portion of the hash will be all 0\\'s 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

John is the network administrator of XSECURITY systems. His network was recently compromised. He analyzes the log
files to investigate the attack. Take a look at the following Linux log file snippet. The hacker compromised and "owned"
a 

Linux machine. 

What is the hacker trying to accomplish here? 

A. The hacker is attempting to compromise more machines on the network 

B. The hacker is planting a rootkit 

C. The hacker is running a buffer overflow exploit to lock down the system 

D. The hacker is trying to cover his tracks 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

What is a sheepdip? 
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A. It is another name for Honeynet 

B. It is a machine used to coordinate honeynets 

C. It is the process of checking physical media for virus before they are used in a computer 

D. None of the above 

Correct Answer: C 
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